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Luca
  Remigio

Luca Remigio, born in 1971, architect specialising in exhibit design, 
temporary and commercial architecture, lives and works between Milan 
and Moscow, but works all over the world, from the United States to 
the Far East. In his travels he looks always looks with curious eyes at the 
diversity behind techniques styles and cultural specificities; thus, storing 
up a variety of emotions and interests that he brings back into his design 
concepts and projects.
He interprets and imagines clients’ requests and ideas without 
letting without letting his own perspective take over, instead creating 
architectural solutions and design projects that become an integral part  
of his clients’ experience and image.



Philosophy
    Place
            of emotions
A team of architects and creative designers, imagine, design, 

and realize technical solutions shaping the client’s image to 

exclusive and contemporary figures.

Starting from the dialogue with the client, they conceive 

concepts that give value to identities and brands by using 

locations and architectures 

 

that reflect clients’  

wishes and desires. A creative  

journey born from the passion of Remigio  

Architects for raw and natural materials. Research,  

learnings, and constant experimentation develop into 

manufactures and architectural solutions that transform 

residential, industrial, and commercial spaces into functional and 

emotional angles dedicated to representing their owner and its 

surrounded.
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High-quality raw materials and natural materials 
mark every work of Remigio Architects, which 
makes use, right from the of design, of the 
unparalleled craftsmanship, all Made in Italy,  
of skilled local craftsmen specialised in working 
with wood stone and iron.

Raw
      Materials
   our passion
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A joinery alternates 
traditional workmanship to 
modern techniques, while 
a workshop moulds iron, 
transforming it into unique 
workmanship.

       Research,
    training and 
          experimentation



A selection 
   of our projects
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